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The battle of Missionary Ridge was fought November 25, 1863,
the day following the fight on Lookout Mountain. During the
night the Confederates had evacuated not only the mountain but
also their line of works across the Chattanooga Valley, and General
Bragg massed his forces on Missionary Ridge, his line extending
from the railroad tunnel at the north to Rossville Gap on the south.
The Confederates occupied, also, a strong line of rifle pits that ran
along the western base of the ridge.
. General Grant's plan for this battle was that Sherman, with the
Army of the Tennessee, should attack the north end of the ridge
and drive the enemy back; that Thomas, with the Army of the
Cumberland, should carry the intrenchments at its base; and that
Hooker with his command should cross the valley to Rossville Gap
and, attacking Bragg's left, cut off his retreat in that direction.
To enable Sherman to carry out his part of the work success
fully, Grant placed at his disposal the Eleventh Corps and Davis's
Di vision of the Fourteenth, in addition to the Army of the Ten
nessee. The Confederate position in his front wa.<; held by Cleburne's
Division - four brigades -with two additional brigades that came
to his assistance during the course of the engagement.
But Sherman was unable to carry out the part allotted to him in
the plan of the battle. His forces moved to the assault early in the
morning. and after fighting gallantly for several hours were repulsed
with heavy loss, leaving eight stands of colors and over 300 prisoners
in the hands of the enemy.
The Fourth and Fourteenth Corps had been in line all the fore
noon, ready to take part in the battle. Grant and Thomas were on
Orchard Knob anxiously waiting for the expected success of Sher
man; but, as Grant says, "Sherman's condition was getting so
critical that the assault for his relief could not be delayed any
longer. "'*' At two-thirty p. m. the order was given for the troops
to attack the rifle pits at the base of the mountain. This was done
with a rush, and the Confederates retreated up the hill sides. But
the Union soldiers, fired with success and military ardor. continued
in pursuit, and, although no orders had been issued for any advance
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beyond the lower intrenchments, kept on and upwl1rd until they
planted a long line of flags on the summit of the ridge. The enemy
abandoned the ground and the battle was won. .
Hooker's forces started from Lookout Mountain at ten a. m., and
crossing Chattanooga Valley marched for Rossville Gap and the
south end of Missionary Ridge, about six miles distant. O~terhaus's
Division had the lead; then came Cruft, followed by Geary. The
bridge over Chattanooga Creek had been destroyed, and so the col
umn was delayed here three hours awaiting its rebuilding. I twas
three o'clock in the afternoon when Hooker's advance reached the
southern end of Missionary Ridge at Rossville Gap. The battle was
already raging on Thomas's front, at the centre of the line.
After a sharp little fight Osterhaus drove the enemy out of the
gap and from the end of the ridge. Geary's Division, with the
artillery, now turned to the left and north, skirting the base of the
mountain range. Cruft advanced along the top of the ridge, while
Osterhaus moved along the rear or eastern base.
Away to the left the battle had reached the decisive point, and
Bragg's army was in retreat along the whole line. The sight of the
fleeing Confederates with the shells bursting in their disordered ranks
excited the White Stars, and Geary's men advanced with such
impetuosity that, according to Major Reynolds's report, the artillery
had to trot and several times force the horses into a gallop to keep
pace with the infantry. The brigades of Creighton and Cobham
ascended the heights, and joining on the left with Johnson's Division
of the Fourteenth Corps, assisted in the capture of a large number
of' prisoners and several pieces of artillery belonging to Stewart's
Division.
Pursuit was continued the next morning, Bragg's army retreat
ing southward to Ringgold and Dalton. Arriving at West Chicka
mauga Creek Hooker's column was forced to halt, as the enemy
had destroyed the bridge. A foot bridge was constructed on which
the infantry crossed, the field officers swimming their horses; but
the artillery had to await the arrival of the pontoon train. Geary's
Division bivouacked that night at the foot of Pigeon Hills, four
miles from Ringgold.
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